
Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner 

In small groups, please discuss and respond in writing to the following 

considerations.  Do not divvy up the questions; discuss and respond in writing 

to each before moving on to the next.   

1. The filmmakers took particular steps to establish the character of Dr. John Prentice, 

played by Sidney Poitier.  What characteristics do you recall (backstory, traits, etc.), and 

why were these specific characteristics chosen?  How was he portrayed, and why was 

he characterized in this manner?  Are there any concerns that this seemed necessary?  

Would similar depictions be necessary today? 

2. What particular ideologies does Tillie the housekeeper (played by Isabel Sanford) 

represent?  What significance, if any, is there that she is of the same race as John? 

3. Why is a clergyperson (Monsignor Ryan, played by Cecil Kellaway) central to this story? 

4. Are there any aspects of this film that are, from our vantage point, perhaps not 

progressive?  If yes, how can a piece of art have both progressive and regressive 

elements?   

5. How much or how little have reactions to this same dynamic (two people from different 

races falling in love and sharing that with their respective families) evolved today?  How 

would your own families react?  How much progress have we made in this area, in the 

50 years since the film was released? 

6. Some have cited the recent release of Get Out as derivative of this narrative.  If you were 

making a similar film for today, would your focus still be race?  Are there other social 

dynamics that would me more applicable to address?   

7. Matt and Christina Drayton’s liberal principles are challenged in this film, although the 

Draytons arguably rise to the occasion.  When have your values been challenged?  Do 

we currently hold ideologies that we believe will present a difficult conundrum if one 

day openly challenged?       

 

 

 

 


